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On the Failure of Proximinality of 
Tensor- Product Subspaces 
GUOHUI F~Nc; 
M. v. GOLITSCHEK* 
An important open problem conccrnlng the approxmation of b~var~atc functions 
by separable functions is whether the tensor-product subspacc, 
C(.S)@H I G@C‘(7’), 
is proxminal III C’tSw T). when ff and G are Haar subspaces of C’( I I and C‘(S), 
respectively. In the present paper. we prove that. in general. this subspacc is not 
proximinal. 1 199,1 4cadcmK Praa. ,“L 
In a normed linear space, any element possesses an element of best 
approximation in any finite-dimensional subspace. This is often not the 
case if the dimension of the subspace is infinite. 
In this paper we consider the linear space C( S x T) of real-valued 
continuous functions on the unit square [ - 1, I] x [ - I, 1 ] endowed with 
the uniform norm, where S = 7‘= [ - I, I]. 
It has been shown by Diliberto and Straus [3] that the subspace 
* This author was supported by a NATO grant. 
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is proximinal in C(S x T ). The same is true for the subspaces 
i 
s(s)+ f ,s’ ‘!‘,(f 1: .x, .I’, , . . . . j’,, E C[ - 1. 1 ] 
,=I 1 
(see Cheney and Respess 121). 
In this paper we shall construe t a function,f’E C(S x T) whiclh does not 
have an element of best approximation (with respect to the uniform norm) 
in the subspace 
W=C(S)@HNSG@C(T) (1.1 1 
when II and G are taken to be the 2-dimensional spaces of poiy~omia~s of 
degree 1. In this case, the elements of PV have the form 
N’(S, t)=.u,,(.s)+ rs,(s)+ yo(t)+~s,vl(t). with s, E C(S), ~3, E C(T). 
Earlier, one of the authors [4] has shown that any function .f’in C(S x T) 
has a best approximation in W if the partial derivative <f:/i;s exists at the 
boundary points ( 1, t ). t E T and (cI:.!?s )( 1,. ) E C( T ). 
It is also known (see Cheney and v. Golitschek [I]) that the subspdce 
W,=/,(S)@N+G@!,(T) 
is proxirn~n~~~ in I, (S x T). Furthermore, if H and G are 2-dimensional 
spaces of polynomials of degree 1, and ,I’ is an clement of C(S x T ), it 
possesses at Least one best approximation 11‘ in 1, (S) @ H + G @ i’, ( 7’) that 
is continuous on the interior of Sx 7: 
2. CONSTRWTTON OF THE FUNCTION I 
We start by defining the function j’on the set A x ,4 where A = (;t, :,‘I_,, 
is given by i., = 1 - 2’, j= 0, 1. 2. . . . We set 
.f-i050) = 0, ,f‘(~.,,O,= --3, .f(jL, 0) = 3, 
.f(n, , ;“,)=3, .f‘(O, 2 / 1 = 3. .f‘(O. E-2) = - 3, 
.f‘ii.,. 0) =.f’(O. 2,) = 0, i>, 3, 
.f(j.,,j.,)=(~i)‘(l-i,)+(-l)‘(l-j.,) 
for .j>l.i=j+l,and i=,i+2, 
.f(J.,, i,) = (- 1 )’ (i, - 2,) for j> 1, i>.j+3, 
.f(i,, 2,) = 0 for .j>2, 1 <i<,i. 
We extend ,j’ onto [0, I ] x [O. I] as follows. 
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First, forj= 0, 1, . ..., f’( ., j*,) is linear in each of the intervals L, < .s < i., i , . 
i > 0, and continuous on [0, 1 ). Then, for each .Y E [0, I ), f’(.s,. ) is again 
defined by linear interpolation of the values ,f(.s, j.,), f’(.s> i, f ,) in the 
intervals i, d t d j., , , , j> 0. 
Finally we set 
JO, l)=,/~l,O)=,f’(l. I)=O, 
f’(j.,. I)=0 for i3 I. 
f’( 1. i,)= (- l)‘(j-, ~ I) for j> I, 
and again define f’( 1,. ) and ,f’( ., I ) by linear interpolation of the values in 
the intervals 3., < t 6 i, + , , and I., 6 .s 6 i, + , . j > 0, i 3 0, respectively. 
It is easy to confirm that ,I’ is continuous on [0, 1 J x [0, I], even 
Lipschitzian, and that f(s, 0) = -,f’(O, .r), 0 6 .P < I. Therefore, ,f’ can be 
uniquely extended on the square [ ~ 1, I ] x [ - 1, I ] such that the identity 
,f’(s, f)’ -f’(f, -s). (s. t ) E S x T (2.1) 
holds. Also we note that (2.1 ) implies,/‘(s. f) = /‘( -,s. ~ t) = ~ /‘( -1, .s). The 
function ,f‘is continuous on S x T. even Lipschitzian. 
3. THE APPROXIMATING FUNUION 
Let .Y and J‘ be the bounded functions on [ - 1, I]. continuous on 
( - I, I ), which have the following properties. 
s(O)=s(l)=O, s(j”,)=(-I)“‘. i31, 
s is linear on each interval [i.,, I., + ,I. i 2 0, 
s is even on [ - 1, 11, 
~.is oddon C-1, I] andy(r.y(r)forO<r<l. 
We define the approximating function by 
H’(S, r)=X(.s)~.Y(t)+Y)‘(/)+t~‘(.s), (s, ~)ESX T. 
Clearly, )I’ has (as .I’) the property 
w(s, t) = - w(t, -.s), (J., I)ESX T. 
We claim that 
Il./‘+ NII < 2 
(3.1) 
(2.1 )’ 
(3.2) 
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is valid on [- I, l] x [ - 1, 11. Indeed, we have for F:=J’+ it’ 
F(i,,O)= -2. F(l,,O) =2, 
F(0, i.,)= 2, F(0, 22) = - 2, 
F(i, , i,)= 2, since j*, = 1.‘2 and J(j.,) = - 1 
F(0, 0)= 0, F(A,, O)=~z(i.,, 0)=( -1)“’ for i33. 
For.j> 1, i=.j+ 1, and i=j+2, one gets 
liji,, i,) = (1 - j&,)( - 1 )‘+ ’ - (I + A,)( - 1 )’ ’ ’ 
and thus 
F(L,, i,) = 2( - 1 )‘, i = ,j + 1. i = ,j + 2, ,j > 1. 
For.j> 1, i>j+3, we have 
lF(E.,, I,)1 = I( - I )’ (A- 2,) + w(i.,, i,)l 
=I(-l)‘(l+j”,)+(-l)‘+‘(l-k,)l<2, 
and for ,j > 2, 1 < i < ,j. 
IIT&, ).,)I = Iw(j-,, i,)l d 
where the last inequality follows since 
proved that lF(s, t)i d 2 on ,4 x A. 
On the boundary, we have 
- i, + 1 + i., < 2. 
R, < i, for i < j. Hence we have 
F(l,O)=F(O, l,=F(l, 1)=0, 
F(i.,, 1)~ rt(i,,, l)=O, i3 1, 
IF(I,E.,)I=l(-1)‘(1,-l)+~i,(l,i.,)l 
=I(-l)‘(I.,-1)+2(-l)‘\ 
= II + 2, j < 2, .i> 1. 
By the definition (3.1) each of the functions N!( -, t), 0 < t < 1, is linear in 
A,dsd&+,, i > 0, and each of the functions N(.s, .), 0 <s 6 1, is linear in 
j.,<t<i,+,,. j 3 0. Since .f has the same property, it follows that 
J x [O, 11. IF(s, t)l < 2 on [0, 1 
Finally, since ,f and M’ have the property (2. 
thaton [-l,l]x[-l,l] 
ll,f‘+ II'll = 2. 
l), we have even established 
(3.6) 
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4. FAILURE OF PROXIMINALITY 
We will prove in two ways that there does not exist a function W* E W. 
such that 
1l.f + Il.* 11 < 2. (4.1 1 
Suppose that there exists such a continuous N.*. Since /‘has the property 
(2.1 ), there also exists a continuous function (again called nt*) which 
satisfies (2.1 ) and (4.1 ). Indeed. if N‘ is a continuous function such that 
lI,f‘+ 12.11 < 2. then define W* by setting 
w*(s. t) = $ [lV(.S, t) + N,( -- .\, ~ t) ~ w( I, -.s) ~ \1.( ~ t. .s)]. 
It follows that w*(s, t) = w*( P.S. -t)= -1t.*(t. -s)= -n.*( -t, ,s). SinceJ 
also has these properties from (2.1 ), we see easily that II/‘+ n.*/l < 2. Let 
H(S, t) = .Y~,(s) + t.x-,(.s) + .I.~)( t)+ .sJ’,( t). then by definition of H’*. 
thus if we define 
x*(x) = ; [X,)(f) + x0( -3) - .l*(l(s) ~ .I‘()( -.s,], 
~~*(~s)=~[.\.,(.s)+~‘,(~s)-.L.,(-.s)~~~,(-.s)], 
N’* is then of the form 
M’*(S, 1) = x*(s) ~ x*( t) + s1’*( t) + tJt*(.s). -lds,t<l (4.2) 
and x* E C[ ~ 1. 1 ] is even, JX* E C[ - 1, I] is odd, hence J,*(O) = 0. and 
without loss of generality, X*(O) = 0. 
There are two ways to show that NS* cannot be continuous at 
(s, t)=(l, 1). 
A. The First Method of’ Pro@ 
Let 11’ be the function in Section 3 and consider the function z :== )I‘ - II’*. 
Because of (3.1) and (4.2), 2 is also of the form 
-(s. t) = zt(.s) - u(t) + w(t) + tv(.s) 
with bounded functions u and I 
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Let US denote U, := u(i.,) and r, := t(i,). Then we have ug= t‘o=O, and 
(3.3). (3.5), (4.1) imply 
z(j.,,O)<O 
;(&. 0) 2 0 
z(i.,.i.,)>O 
(-l)‘z(i,+,, j-,)20, (-1)‘:(iL,+,.i,)30. forj31 
These inequalities are equivalent to 
(4.3) 
( - 1 1’ (ld, + 2 - II, + i&, , 2 L’, + 2, I’, + 2 ) > 0. .i> 1, (4.4) 
(-I)‘+’ (U,,Z-u,+, +J,+2c,+, +E.,+,c,+2)>0, j> I. (4.5) 
The sum of (4.4) and (4.5) is 
which implies the inequalities 
(6U’l’,,,< 
i 
(-1)’ ( 
Ii I - 2, 
u /t1- u, + 2, + 2 11, - j., + z I‘, + , 1, j> 1. (4.6) 
The inequality (4.4) implies 
(-1)‘u ,+2>,(-l)‘(u,-ji,+~l.,~i,c,+~), .i> 1. (4.7) 
It is now easy to show that all U, and c, have to vanish: By (4.3), (4.6), 
(4.7) it follows (by induction) that ( - 1)’ ~1, < 0, (- 1)-j U, 2 0, for all ja 1. 
Hence(4.6)and(4.7)implythat(-l)‘u,~nj,(~l)’v,~-x,asj~x 
if at least one of the u, or U, is non-zero. 
Since all U, = 0, u, = 0 it follows that the functions s and x*, J* and I’* 
are identical on the subset i = {3., I,‘= o which has a cluster point at I. 
Hence s* and J’* are discontinuous at 1. 
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B. The Second Method of Proof’ 
The second method is based on the following 
@: C([O, 11 x [O, I],-.# 
of’ the ,fbrm 
+ i (~1)‘(~~,,+,g(j~,+,.~.,)+~~,,+,g(i,+2.j.,)) (4.8) 
i 1 
with positive coeJficients c,, j > 1, and x,‘_ , c’, < ;r_’ \lhieh annihilates the suh- 
space 
W,, = ( )I‘: it‘ is a ,function of’ the .form (3. I ) It,ith hounded .y. J’ i. 
Proqf: Let @ be of the form (4.8) with positive C, and C C, < XC,. @ 
annihilates W,, if and only if @ annihilates any function 11’ E W,, of the forms 
s,(.s)-.x,(t), w,(t)+ t.u,(.s), i> 1, (4.9) 
where 
x,(Ak) = 
1, k = it 
0, kfi. k>O. 
The identities @(it*)=0 for the functions M‘ in (4.9) are equivalent to the 
infinite system of linear equations 
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which is equivalent 
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(4.10) 
We now show that (4.10) has a positive solution {c,) ,‘= , For any integer 
N 3 2 there exists a unique positive finite sequence (c:,,“’ ‘.*‘+ which Iv 1 
satisfies 
and the identities in (4.10) for i < N. 
By Cantor’s diagonalization process we find a positive sequence (c,),‘= , 
with co = 1 which satisfies (4.10) for all i. Clearly, I,‘=, c, < YE since 
i, - i, , =2 ‘andi.,+l, 
This completes the proof of our lemma. 1 
We use now our lemma to show that the function H’* is not continuous. 
Since D(w) = 0 for the function it’ in Section 3, and @(M.*) = 0 we get by 
(3.3) and (3.5) 
@(.f’) = @(f-t w) = Q(F) 
= 2c, + 2c, + 2c, + 2 i c, 
,=3 
On the other hand. 
@(,f’) = @(f’+ w*) 
which is valid if and only if f’+ 14‘ and .f’+ M.* and thus 11’ and M.* are 
identical on the support of @, i.e., on 
But this implies that I{.* is (like ~3) discontinuous at point (1, 1). 
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5. REMAKKS 
Rernurk I. In [I J. M. v. Golitschek and E. W. Cheney prove that if G 
and H arc 2-dimensional Haar subspaces containing the constants in C’(S) 
and C(T). respectively. then each element ,f’ of c‘(S x T) has a best 
approximation in M;‘, which is continuous on the interior of S x T. But this 
is not true in the general case. Let Tl = [O. I]. We can show that 
THEORFM I. Thrrc cJ.ui.sf c rrnd H. thuf urt’ ?-rlinlc~nsionrrl Haur .stth- 
.S~UCYS in C( S ) and/’ C( T I ), respwtiwl~~, .suclt tltuf tittw is utt c~kntcnr f~ of’ 
C( S x T I ) ~~hiclt hus w lwst rrpprO.~it?t”‘iott in I?‘, nAich is co~t1inuou.s on fhr 
in rrrior of’ S x T 1. 
We need two lemmas for proving the result. These are elementary 
and are given without proofs. Let H = ( 1. t ). G = ( I. .c i, and let 
C = span ( g , . ,q2 i, where 
i 
1, for s>O; for .s>O: 
K,(.S) = 
I + .s, for .s<O, 
,q:(.s) = 
i 
.s, 
.s/2, for .s<O. 
LEMMA I. The c defined uhoce is u Huur .suh.spuce of‘ C( S ) 
By applying the above result to the domain [0, I] x [0, I], we infer that 
there is a continuous function ,f;, on [0, I] x [O. I] that has no best 
approximation in I7, [0, I] @ C[O, l] + C[O, I ] @ 17, [O. I]. Let 
A 
1 
for 
f(.\, t) = 
(.s, t) E [0, I] x [0, 1 J; 
(I + 4s) ,/;,co, 2) + &f;,( I. t) for (.s.t)~[~l,O]x[O, I]. 
Clearly .f’ is an element of C(S x T I ). 
Let M’,=/,([O, l])@H+G@I,([O. I]). and let l%‘,=I,(S)OH+ 
COl,([O, 11,. 
LEMMA 2. Let ,f; H. und G hc defkd ahow. Then thr fbllo\ring eyuulig, 
holds. 
dist(j;,, IV, ) = dist(.f; @‘, ) 
Prooj’ qf‘ Theorem I. We shall prove that the function .f’defined above 
has no best approximation in %‘, that is continuous on the interior of 
S x Tl. In fact, if ,f’has a best approximation in I&‘, that is continuous in 
the interior of S x T I. then ,f;, has a best approximation in I+‘, that is con- 
tinuous in [0, I ) x (0, I ). This is just the case 2b of the proof of Theorem 
in 141. Thus we conclude that ,f;, has a best approximation in I+‘. This 
contradicts the choice off;, that has no best approximation in W. 1 
Rcwurk 2. A lirst countcrexanlple for the failure of proximina~ity of the 
tensor-product space ( 1.1 j was submitted by the first author in Spring 1987 
using the method B. The second author simplified it and added the 
method A. 
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